
Based in the quiet rural town of Melvin in the heart
of Texas, Jacoby Feed may seem at first glance to be
an ordinary small-town family agricultural business.
But what the Jacobys are doing in the manufacturing
of livestock feed is anything but ordinary. The
Jacobys describe themselves as “folks that spent a
lifetime in the livestock and agricultural business
long before deciding to bring their expertise into the
feed business,” adding that they “strive to offer only
the highest quality livestock feeds and service.” 

Given the steady flow of customer success-stories
and their growing reputation, it’s safe to say their
experience and efforts are generating extraordinary
results. Word is getting around that Jacobys’ appetite
for excellence translates into exceedingly healthy and
productive animals for their customers. In a recent
interview with R&D LifeSciences, the staff of Jacoby
Feed offered an exclusive look into the foundations
of their success. 

THE JACOBY STORY

From their humble beginnings with 1 barn and 3
silos, the Jacoby Feed enterprise has amassed over
40,000 square feet of manufacturing space and 12
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“. . . our feed is working. It all
has ZYMACE in it, and I know
that is the key!”

Partner Success Story: R&D LifeSciences Products and Support
Help ‘Jacoby Feed’ Expand Market Share, Boost Reputation



silos, producing over 200 tons of feed per week for
customers throughout Texas. Jacoby Feed has now
been in business for over 30 years, manufacturing
feeds for cattle, horses, goats, sheep, and deer, plus
operating a custom feedlot, retail store, cafe, and
offering their own branded line of retail beef. More

importantly, however, the Jacoby
reputation has bloomed across
the region and they are gaining
widespread recognition for both
the success of their feeds as well as
their business savvy. In fact,
Baylor University recently
deemed Jacoby Feed as the Texas
Small Family Business of the Year
for 2011. 

Jacoby does not have an on-the-road salesman, yet
the company still moves large quantities of feed.
People drive up to 3 hours just to buy their feed. The
majority of their business comes from word-of-
mouth, success in the show ring, and results in the
feed pen. As Tim Hyden put it, “the proof is in the
pudding . . .  success out in the field.” 

Jason Jacoby, the owner and founder of Jacoby
Feed, explains that their success in the feed business

reflects his passion for excellence.
“In the feed world, it’s about
results and customer retention,
not just gaining new customers. If
the feed isn’t performing, the
 customer will start searching for
something else. Our customers
feel like we are always striving to
better things. To me, that’s a
never-ending deal, you’ve got to
always be on the forefront trying
to improve what you’re doing.” 

THE JACOBY/R&D PARTNERSHIP

Included as fundamental component for nearly all
Jacoby-manufactured feeds is ZYMACE® from R&D
LifeSciences. ZYMACE contains Aspergillus oryzae
(strain 458), a natural fermentation extract that
improves health and performance of livestock by
enhancing digestion and nutrient retention of the

other feed ingredients. The Jacobys had previously
used another leading product as their Aspergillus
source when they decided to switch to ZYMACE.
Though the switch was not an easy one to make, the
Jacobys explained “it has stood the test of time . . .
we believe in the product and stand behind it.” The
impact of ZYMACE has been demonstrated with
more consistent show wins, increased performance,
and improved reproduction. 

The decision to switch feed ingredient suppliers is
not one taken lightly by the Jacobys. Their
dedication to producing feed of the highest
possible quality requires meticulously
researching every ingredient that goes in.
“We’ve been in business 30 years and
salesman pretty much line
up at the door touting
their products. We’ve
seen a lot of fads,” the
Jacobys explain.
“Somebody might win a
show or have some
 success, but we’ve found
out that the mainstay for
us, something that is not a
fad, is the ZYMACE we get
from R&D.” 

R&D provided the
 scientific information
supporting the Aspergillus
content and ‘DNA foot-
print’ of ZYMACE and
schooled Jacoby staffers
about its mode of action.
Thanks to the education
provided by R&D, the
Jacobys feel confident
explaining the mode of
action of ZYMACE, and
they rely on it as a major
selling point for all their
feeds. 

In fact, approximately
99% of all feed manufac-
tured by Jacoby Feed
contains ZYMACE. The
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“We’ve been in 
business 30 years, 
and we’ve seen a lot 
of fads. But we’ve
found that the 
mainstay for us, 
something that is not 
a fad, is the ZYMACE
we get from R&D.”

“99% of all Jacoby feed and
mineral products contain
R&D products.”

“If they want to win, 
this is where they come ”

A sampling of 2011 winning animals
fed Jacoby-brand show feed with
ZYMACE. 

“Word is getting
around that we have
the best products on
the market, and we
attribute that to the
R&D products we are
using.”



ingredient is a critical  foundation of all of their feeds
and is also contained in their premixes and mineral
products.

For Jacoby customers, the inclusion of ZYMACE in
their feed “is not a recommendation, it’s a necessity,”
the Jacobys emphasized. “We are a dealer for many
top brands, but we have found that our Jacoby-line
feeds with R&D products have the best perform-
ance. Ninety percent of our sales are Jacoby-brand
products with R&D products in them.” 

IMPACT OF ZYMACE AT JACOBY FEED

The benefits of using ZYMACE as a ‘secret ingredi-
ent’ in their feeds has been demonstrated again and
again. In Jacoby’s preconditioning cattle operation,
the ZYMACE component is credited with helping
cattle stabilize the rumen, maintain steady appetites,
improve overall health, and fare better after sale. 

Jacoby also manufactures large quantities of feed
for deer (250 tons/week during some portions of
the year). Breeders report visual improvements in
their herds, with less forage browsing because the
deer geting more nutrition from their feed. Even in
drought conditions, deer on ZYMACE maintain body
condition, shiny coats, and overall good health.

Show animals have also consistently benefited
from Jacoby feeds containing ZYMACE. In fact,
Jacoby Feed is well-known in Texas as a premier
supplier of show-animal feeds. The excellent body
conformations of cattle, lambs, and goats reared on
Jacoby feed has produced multiple winners and,
thus, greatly enhanced the Jacoby reputation for 
top-notch feeds.

Innovation and market development is an on-
going focus at Jacoby Feed. Recently, Jacoby
launched a new line of tub products that is gaining
ready acceptance in their markets. In a region 
of Texas saturated with companies selling tub
 products, customers are driving out of the way to
specifically purchase Jacoby-brand tubs that contain
ZYMACE. 

ZYMACE and R&D LifeSciences have played key
roles in the success that stems from the Jacobys’

 passion and dedication to providing feeds at the
highest possible quality. Owner Jason Jacoby
wrapped up his thoughts on their partnership with
R&D LifeSciences: “R&D is doing a lot for us. They
are allowing us to be the mouthpiece for their
 product. Using R&D products
gives us a better product that is
easier to sell. R&D, they’re almost
like one of my staff members.
Their  dedication to working with
their  customers is like what we
have with ours. I think we’re lucky
to have them here on our team
and as a partner in making feed. I
think it’s a great relationship.” 

ZYMACE OVERVIEW

ZYMACE is a natural, drug-free, direct-fed
Aspergillus oryzae fermentation extract that boosts
fiber breakdown and absorption in the rumen while
unlocking valuable nutrients in forages and feeds
and untapped nutrients in pasture grasses. The
Aspergillus oryzae strain in ZYMACE helps stimulate
appetite by delivering higher yields of energy and
protein from feed, and can be especially valuable
during times of low feed intake. Aspergillus oryzae
has been shown to stimulate fiber-
digesting microorganisms to help
ensure optimal digestion and
absorption of vital nutrients.
ZYMACE is available in granular
or pelleted formulations and
 liquids that can be mixed with
your own minerals and vitamins
to fit your customers’ feeding
needs.

A recent research study offers an example of how
ZYMACE can positively impact cattle productivity.1

The study involved a 66-cow Holstein dairy herd in
Wisconsin (rolling herd averages: milk production
>30,000 lb, fat >1400 lb, protein >900 lb). Cows fed
high-quality dairy rations plus monensin were
 divided into 2 treatment groups for a 34-day trial:

n Control: 22 cows, no additional supplement;
n ZYMACE: 28 cows, fed 15 g/hd/d ZYMACE. 
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“R&D, they’re almost 
like one of my staff 
members. I think we’re
lucky to have them as 
a partner in making 
feed. I think it’s a 
great relationship.”

ZYMACE helps 
improve health and
performance by
enhancing digestion
and nutrient retention. 



Results of the study summarized in Figure 1 show
that cows fed ZYMACE generated better yields of
milk, fat, and protein, thus demonstrating the value
of supplementing cattle rations with ZYMACE.

PARTNER-UP WITH R&D
R&D LifeSciences is looking

for new partners that want to
make exceptional livestock feeds,

expand market share, and increase profit potential.
R&D products offer proven success in the field and
in the show ring, with unmatched customer service.
Furthermore, R&D LifeSciences products can be
added without using their trademarks, so R&D
products can be your proprietary added-value
 formulation that sets your feeds apart from the
 competition!

You are invited to give nutritional enhancement
products from R&D LifeSciences a trial-run in your
operation for 30 days. If you don’t agree that the
products hold promise for improving productivity
and profitability, R&D LifeSciences will gladly
refund your investment. 

For more information about Jacoby Feed, visit their
website at www.JacobyFeed.com.

To learn more about partnering with R&D LifeSciences
and including ZYMACE or any other R&D product in
your feed products, call 877-874-0125. 
Also visit www.RDLifeSciences.com for additional
information.
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FIGURE 1: Dairy productivity parameters of cows supplemented with ZYMACE compared to controls.

“R&D is on the cutting
edge, that’s why I do
business with them.”


